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The k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm is a well-known heuristic for
the graph isomorphism problem. Moreover, it recently emerged as a powerful
tool for supervised graph classification. The algorithm iteratively partitions
the set of k-tuples, defined over the set of vertices of a graph, by considering
neighboring k-tuples. Here, we propose a local variant which considers a subset
of the original neighborhood in each iteration step. The cardinality of this
local neighborhood, unlike the original one, only depends on the sparsity of
the graph. We show that the local variant has at least the same power as
the original algorithm in terms of distinguishing non-isomorphic graphs. To
demonstrate the practical utility of our local variant, we apply it to supervised
graph classification. Our experimental study shows that our local algorithm
leads to improved running times and classification accuracies on established
benchmark datasets.
1 Introduction
Most practical successful solvers for the graph isomorphism problem, such as nauty [26, 23],
as well as the theoretically fastest state-of-the-art graph isomorphism algorithm [4] are rely
on vertex refinement. Moreover, in recent years, it was successfully applied to machine
learning in the area of (supervised) graph classification. Here the aim is to learn a model
using a set of (class) labeled graphs to infer the labels of unlabeled graphs. Possible
applications include classification of molecules or social networks, e.g., see [7, 29, 28, 31].
Given two graphs G and H, the idea of vertex refinement algorithms is to discard
bijections between the vertices of G and H that do not induce an isomorphism between
them. Hence, if the algorithm discards all possible bijections, we can be sure that the
two graphs are not isomorphic. A well-known instance of this class of algorithms is the
k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm (k-WL) [9], which iteratively partitions or colors
the set of k-tuples defined over the set of vertices of a graph by considering neighboring
k-tuples. Here the colors encode valid bijections. The cardinality of the neighborhood of a
k-tuple is fixed to k · n where n denotes the number of vertices of a given graph. Hence,
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the running time of each iteration of the algorithm does not take the sparsity of a given
graph into account. Moreover, when used in machine learning settings, e.g., supervised
graph classification, the algorithm may lead to overfitting [29].
Key contribution. We propose a local variant of the k-WL. This variant, the local
δ-k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm (δ-k-LWL), considers a subset of the original
neighborhood in each iteration. The cardinality of this local neighborhood only depends on
the sparsity of the graph, i.e., the degrees of the vertices of a given k-tuple. We theoretically
analyze the strength of our new local variant and prove that it has the same power as
a variant of the k-WL, the k-dimensional combinatorial vertex coloring algorithm due
to Malkin [24], in terms of distinguishing non-isomorphic graphs, which in turn has at least
the same power as the original algorithm.
We apply our algorithm to supervised graph classification [22] and show that our local
algorithm is several magnitudes faster than the original algorithms, when performed for the
same number of iterations, and prevents overfitting, and hence achieving higher accuracies
for the graph classification problem on real-world benchmark datasets.
Related work The k-WL was first proposed by László Babai, see, e.g., [9], which is based
upon algorithms proposed by Weisfeiler and Leman, see, e.g., [35, 34], and has been heavily
investigated in the theory community. Equivalence to logic [17], Sherali-Adams relaxations
of the natural integer linear program for the graph isomorphism problem [2, 15, 24],
homomorphism counts [12], and quantum isomorphism games [3] have been shown. In their
seminal paper [17], Cai et al. showed that for each k there exists a pair of non-isomorphic
graphs of size O(k) each that cannot be distinguished by the k-WL. A thorough overview
of these results can be found in [16]. For k = 1, the power of the algorithm has been
completely characterized [1, 20]. The algorithm plays a prominent role in the recent result
of Babai [4] improving the best-known running time for the graph isomorphism algorithm.
Moreover, upper bounds on the running time have been shown for k = 1 and 2 [5, 19]. A
weaker variant of the local k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm based on k-sets has
been suggested in [29]. Recently, some connections to neural networks for graphs [25, 29]
and dimension reduction in linear programming [16] have been shown.
2 Preliminaries
In the following, we fix notation and outline the k-WL and its variant introduced in [24].
2.1 Mathematical preliminaries
A graph G is a pair (V,E) with a finite set of vertices V and a set of edges E ⊆ {{u, v} ⊆
V | u 6= v}. We denote the set of vertices and the set of edges of G by V (G) and E(G),
respectively. For ease of notation we denote the edge {u, v} in E(G) by (u, v) or (v, u).
In the case of directed graphs E ⊆ {(u, v) ∈ V × V | u 6= v}. A labeled graph G is
a triple (V,E, l) with a label function l : V (G) ∪ E(G) → Σ, where Σ is some finite
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alphabet. Then l(v) is a label of v for v in V (G) ∪ E(G). The neighborhood of v in V (G)
is denoted by δ(v) = N(v) = {u ∈ V (G) | (v, u) ∈ E(G)}. Moreover, its complement
δ(v) = {u ∈ V (G) | (v, u) /∈ E(G)}. Let S ⊆ V (G) then G[S] = (S,ES) is the subgraph
induced by S with ES = {(u, v) ∈ E(G) | u, v ∈ S}. A (directed) tree is a graph without
cycles. Let p be a vertex in a directed tree then we call the neighbors of s children with
parent s. If s is not a child of another vertex then it is the root of the tree. We say
that two graphs G and H are isomorphic if there exists an edge preserving bijection
ϕ : V (G)→ V (H), i.e., (u, v) is in E(G) if and only if (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) is in E(H). If G and H
are isomorphic, we write G ' H and call ϕ an isomorphism between G and H. Moreover,
we call the equivalence classes induced by ' isomorphism types, and denote the isomorphism
type of G by τG. In the case of labeled graphs, we additionally require that l(v) = l(ϕ(v))
for v in V (G) and l((u, v)) = l((ϕ(u), ϕ(v))) for (u, v) in E(G). In the case that G and H
are directed, isomorphic trees rooted at v in V (G) and w in V (H), respectively, we write
G 'v→w H. Let v be a tuple in V (G)k for k > 0, then G[v] is the subgraph induced by the
components of v, where the vertices are labeled with integers from {1, . . . , k} corresponding
to indices of v. Moreover, let [n] = {1, . . . , n} ⊂ N for n ≥ 1, and let {{. . .}} denote a
multiset.
2.2 Vertex refinement algorithms
Here we are interested in two vertex refinement algorithms. The k-WL due to László Babai,
see, e.g. [9], and the δ-k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm (δ-k-WL), which is a
variant of the k-dimensional combinatorial vertex coloring algorithm due to Malkin [24].
We first formally define the k-WL. We largely follow the exposition due to Grohe [14].
Let G be a graph, and let k ≥ 2. In each iteration i ≥ 0, the algorithm computes
a coloring Cki : V (G)k → S, where S is some arbitrary codomain. In the first iteration
(i = 0), two tuples v and w in V (G)k get the same color if the map vi 7→ wi induces an
isomorphism between G[v] and G[w]. Now, for i ≥ 0, Cki+1 is defined by
Cki+1(v) = (Cki (v),Mi(v)), (1)
where the multiset
Mi(v) =
{{(
Cki (φ1(v, w)), Cki (φ2(v, w)), . . . , Cki (φk(v, w))
) ∣∣∣ w ∈ V (G)}}, (2)
and
φj(v, w) = (v1, . . . , vj−1, w, vj+1, . . . , vk).
That is, φj(v, w) replaces the j-th component of the tuple v with the vertex w. We say
that φj(v, w) for j in [k] is a j-neighbor of v (with respect to w). We run the algorithm
until convergence, i.e.,
Cki (v) = Cki (w) ⇐⇒ Cki+1(v) = Cki+1(w),
for all v and w in V (G)k holds, and call the partition of V (G)k induced by Cki the stable
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(a) Underlying graph G,
with tuple (u, v, w)
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u
(b) Local 3-neighbor
(u, v, x)
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u
(c) Global 1-neighbor
(x, v, w)
Figure 1: Illustration of the local and global neighborhood of the 3-tuple (u, v, w).
partition. For such i, we define Ck∞(v) = Cki (v) for v in V (G)k.
For two graphs G and H, we run the algorithm in “parallel” on both graphs. Then the
k-WL distinguishes between them if
|V (G)k ∩ (Ck∞)−1(c)| 6= |V (H)k ∩ (Ck∞)−1(c)|,
for some color c in the codomain of Ck∞. Hence, if the k-WL distinguishes two graphs, the
graphs are not isomorphic.
For k = 1, the Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm is based on the usual neighborhood of a vertex.
That is, in the first iteration, we color the vertices uniformly. For i ≥ 0, C1i+1 is defined by
C1i+1(v) = (C1i (v), {{C1i (w) | w ∈ δ(v)}}).
Hence, two vertices with the same color in iteration i get a different color in the next
iteration if the number of neighbors colored with a certain color is different. Observe that it
is straightforward to extend the 1-WL to labeled, directed graphs.
The δ-k-WL follows the same ratio but uses
Ck,δ,δi+1 (v) = (Ck,δ,δi (v),M δ,δi (v)),
where,
M δ,δi (v) =
{{((
Ck,δ,δi (φ1(v, w)), 1δ((v1, w))
)
, . . . ,
(
Ck,δ,δi (φk(v, w)), 1δ((vk, w))
))
∣∣∣ w ∈ V (G)}}, (3)
instead of Equation (1) and Equation (2), respectively, where
1δ((u,w)) =
L if w ∈ δ(u)G otherwise,
for u and w in V (G). For i = 0, we set Ck,δ,δ0 = Ck0 . We say that φj(v, w) is a local
j-neighbor of v if w is in δ(vj), and otherwise it is a global j-neighbor, which is indicated by
L and G in Equation (3), respectively. See Figure 1 for an example. Hence, the difference
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between the two above algorithms is that the k-WL does not distinguish between local and
global neighbors of a k-tuple. Observe that for k = 1, the above algorithms and the 1-WL
Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm have the same power.
Let A1 and A2 denote two vertex refinement algorithms, we write A1 v A2 if A1
distinguishes between all non-isomorphic pairs A2 does, and A1 ≡ A2 if both directions hold.
The following result relates the two algorithms from above. Since for a graph G = (V,E),
M δ,δi (v) = M δ,δi (w) implies Mi(v) = Mi(w) for all v and w in V (G)k and i ≥ 0, the
following holds.
Proposition 1. For all graphs and k ≥ 1, the following holds:
δ-k-WL v k-WL.
3 Local δ-k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm
In this section, we define the new local δ-k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm (δ-k-
LWL), which is a variant of the δ-k-WL considering only local neighbors. That is, instead
of Equation (3), it uses
M δi (v) = {{sδ(v, w) | w ∈ V (G)}},
where
sδ(v, w) = {(Ck,δi (φj(v, w)), j) | j ∈ [k] and w ∈ δ(vj)}.
Hence, the labeling function is defined by
Ck,δi+1(v) = (Ck,δi (v),M δi (v)).
Therefore, the algorithm only considers the local j-neighbors of the vertex v in each
iteration. In the following, we show that the δ-k-WL and the δ-k-LWL have the same
power. That is, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For all connected graphs, the following holds:
δ-k-LWL ≡ δ-k-WL.
Moreover, using Proposition 1, it immediately follows that the δ-k-WL has at least the
same power as the k-WL.
Corollary 3. For all connected graphs the following holds:
δ-k-LWL v k-WL.
3.1 Proof of Theorem 2
The idea of the proof is to show that both algorithms, the local and the global one, can be
“simulated” on directed, labeled trees by the 1-WL by recursively unrolling the local or
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global neighborhood of each k-tuple. We then show that two such local trees are isomorphic
if and only if the corresponding global trees are isomorphic. Since the 1-WL computes the
isomorphism type for trees, the result follows. Observe that the local trees might need to
be unrolled further than the global trees to catch all “combinatorial patterns”.
To formalize the above idea, we need to introduce some terminology. We introduce the
k-tuple graph and the unrolling of the neighborhood around a vertex. Together, these two
definitions enable us to reduce the equivalence of both algorithms to a tree isomorphism
problem. The k-tuple graph essentially contains the set of all k-tuples as vertices. Two
such vertices are joined by an edge if the associated k-tuples are neighbors. The formal
definition of a k-tuple graph is as follows.
Definition 4. Let G be a graph, and let s and t be tuples in V (G)k, then the directed,
labeled k-tuple graph T k(G) = (VT , ET , lT ), where VT = {vt | t ∈ V (G)k}, and
(vs, vt) ∈ ET ⇐⇒ t = φj(s, w), (4)
for j in [k] and some w in V (G). Let lT ((vs, vt)) = (j,L) if t is a local j-neighbor of s and
lT ((vs, vt)) = (j,G), otherwise, and let lT (vs) = τG[s]. Finally, the mapping ex : ET → V (G)
labels each edge with the exchanged vertex, i.e.,
ex((vs, vt)) = w.
Analogously, we define the local k-tuple graph T kL(G) that uses
(vs, vt) ∈ ET ⇐⇒ t = φj(s, w) for w ∈ δ(vj),
instead of Equation (4). Let v in VT and u in V (G) then Nu(v) = {w ∈ VT | w ∈
δ(v) and ex((v, w)) = u}.
The following lemma states that the δ-k-WL can be simulated on the k-tuple graph
using a variant of the 1-WL.
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph and let s and t be k-tuples in V (G)k, then there exists a
variant of the 1-WL with coloring C1,∗i : V (G)k → S such that
Ck,δ,δi (s) = Ck,δ,δi (t) ⇐⇒ C1,∗i (vs) = C1,∗i (vt),
for all i ≥ 0. The same result holds for Ck,δi (with regard to the local k-tuple graph).
Proof. We show the results by induction on the number of iterations. For i = 0, the result
follows from the definition of the label function lT . Now assume the result holds for some
i > 0. Let t be a tuple in V (G)k and vt the corresponding vertex in the k-tuple graph.
We show how to construct M δ,δi (t) from the labels of the former. The other direction
follows by the same means. Let w be a vertex in V (G). We first collect the vertices in the
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a(0,a)
c(1,a) b(1,a)d(1,a)
a(2,d)b(2,d) a(2,c) a(2,b) d(2,b)
Figure 2: Illustration of the unrolling operation around the vertex a for i = 2.
neighborhood of vt that can be reached by edges labeled w by the function ex, i.e.,
s1i (t, w) = {(C1,∗i (vs), j, 1δ((vt, vs))) | vs ∈ δ(vt), ex((vt, vs)) = w,
and l((vt, vs)) = (j, 1δ((vt, vs))}.
Hence, we can now construct a tuple from the above, which is equivalent to an element in
the multiset M δ,δi (t) corresponding to the vertex w. Hence, can define the coloring Ck,δ,δi+1 (t).
The coloring of the needed variant of the 1-WL is defined as
C1,∗i+1(t) = (C1,∗i (t),M1i (t)), (5)
where the multiset
M1i (t) = {{s1i (t, w) | w ∈ V (G)}}.
The unrolling of a neighborhood around a vertex of a given graph to a tree is defined as
follows, see Figure 2 for an illustration.
Definition 6. Let G = (V,E, l) be a labeled (directed) graph and let v be in V . Then
U iG,v = (Wi, Fi, li) for i ≥ 0 denotes the unrolled tree G around v at depth i, where
Wi =
{v(0,v)} if i = 0Wi−1 ∪ {u(i,w(i−1,p)) | u ∈ δ(w) for w(i−1,p) ∈ Wi−1} otherwise,
and
Fi =
∅ if i = 0Fi−1 ∪ {(w(i−1,p), u(i,w)) | u ∈ δ(w) for w(i−1,p) ∈ Wi−1} otherwise.
The label function is defined as li(u(j,p)) = l(u) for u in V , and li(u(j,w)) = l((w, u)). The
function exi is defined analogously. For notational convenience, we usually omit the subscript
i.
In the following, we use the unrolled tree for the above defined (local) k-tuple graph. For
k ≥ 2, we denote the directed, unrolled tree of the k-tuple graph of G around the vertex vs
at depth i for the tuple s in V (G)k by U iTk(G),vs . For notational convenience, we write U
i
T,v,
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the analogous local tree is denoted by UiT,v,L. We write
UiT,v 'v→w UiT,w (6)
if there exists an isomorphism ϕ between the two unrolled trees that also respects the
mapping ex. That is, two vertices a and b with the same parent p such that the edges
between p and a and b are labeled the same with respect to ex are also mapped to vertices
where this holds. Formally, for a and b in N(p) with ex((p, a)) = ex((p, b)) = n for n in
V (G) it holds that ex((ϕ(p), ϕ(a))) = ex((ϕ(p), ϕ(b))) = m for m in V (G). For local trees
we write UiT,v,L 'v→w UiT,w,L.
Moreover, we need the following two results. The first one states that the 1-WL can
distinguish any two directed, labeled non-isomorphic trees.
Theorem 7 ([8, 32]). The 1-WL distinguishes any two directed, labeled non-isomorphic
trees.
Observe that the above result also holds when we have to respect the mapping ex, i.e.,
it also holds in conjunction with Lemma 5. Using the first result, the second one states
that the (local) δ-k-WL can be simulated by the 1-WL on the unrolled tree of the k-tuple
graph, and hence can be reduced to a tree isomorphism problem.
Lemma 8. Let G be a connected graph, then the δ-k-WL colors s and t in V (G)k the
same if and only if the corresponding unrolled k-tuple trees are isomorphic, i.e.,
Ck,δ,δi (s) = Ck,δ,δi (t) ⇐⇒ UiT,vs 'vs→vt UiT,vt ,
for all i in N0. The same holds for the δ-k-LWL, i.e.,
Ck,δi (s) = Ck,δi (t) ⇐⇒ UiT,vs,L 'vs→vt UiT,vt,L,
for all i in N0.
Proof. First, by Lemma 5, we can simulate the (local) δ-k-WL for the graph G in the
k-tuple graph T k(G) by the 1-WL. Secondly, consider a vertex vs in the k-tuple graph T k(G)
and a corresponding vertex in the unrolled tree around vs. Observe that the neighborhoods
for both vertices are identical. By definition, this holds for all vertices (excluding the leaves)
in the unrolled tree. Hence, by Lemma 5, we can simulate the (local) δ-k-WL for each
tuple t by running the 1-WL in the unrolled tree around vt in the k-tuple graph. Since the
1-WL solves the isomorphism problem for trees, cf. Theorem 7, the result follows.
Finally, we need the following two technical results and some notation. We write
UiT,v 'v→w|n,m UiT,w
if Equation (6) holds with respect to the vertices n and m in V (G) only, i.e., we only
exchange the vertices m and n, respectively. Hence, we consider an isomorphism between
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subtrees where the function ex labels the edges with n and m, respectively. We also use
analogous notation for the local trees, i.e., UiT,v,L 'v→w|n,m UiT,w,L. Moreover, we write
U1,iT,v 'v→w|n,m U1,iT,w,
if there exists a bijection ϕ such that ϕ(v) = w,U1T,v 'v→ϕ(v)|n,m U1T,ϕ(v), andUi−1T,x,L 'x→ϕ(x)
Ui−1T,ϕ(x),L for all children x in Nn(v) and the corresponding children ϕ(x) in Nm(ϕ(v)).
Analogously, we write
U1,iT,v,L 'v→w|n,m U1,iT,w,L, (7)
if there exists a bijection ϕ such that ϕ(v) = w, U1T,v,L 'v→ϕ(v)|n,m U1T,ϕ(v),L, and
Ui−1T,x,L 'x→ϕ(x) Ui−1T,ϕ(x),L for all (local) children x in Nn(v) and the corresponding children
ϕ(x) in Nm(ϕ(v)). When using the notation of Equation (7), we assume that Nn(v) and
Nm(ϕ(v)) contain at least one local neighbor with respect to n and m, respectively.
Intuitively, the following Lemma states that an isomorphism between two unrolled trees
around the vertices v and w of height l with regard to the local neighborhood (with respect
to the vertices n and m) can be extended to an isomorphism between the global neighbors
and their induced local trees of height l − 1. In other words, the local neighbors and their
parent contain enough information to extend the isomorphism to the global neighbors.
Lemma 9. Let G be a graph, and let v and w be roots of unrolled trees with regard to
the k-tuple graph T k(G). Assume that there exists an isomorphism such that
UlT,v,L 'v→w UlT,w,L, (8)
and in particular
U1,lT,v,L 'v→w|n,m U1,lT,w,L, (9)
for m and n in V (G). Then
U1,lT,v 'v→w|n,m U1,lT,w. (10)
Proof. The isomorphism between v and w and their local neighbors, i.e., Equation (8)
and Equation (9), is sufficient to construct an isomorphism between the global neighbors
that respects ex: Let s be in V (G)k. Since by definition of the global neighborhood there is
no edge between si for i in [k] and the exchanged vertex w in V (G) if the i-th neighbor of
s is global. Hence,
U1T,v 'v→w|n,m U1T,w.
holds. By assumption, i.e., Equation (8) and Equation (9), we can construct an isomorphism
such that Equation (10) holds.
By the same means, we can derive the following Corollary.
Corollary 10. Let G be a graph, and let v and w be roots of unrolled trees with regard
to the k-tuple graph T k(G). Assume
UlT,v,L 'v→w UlT,w,L.
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Assume that all neighbors Nn(v) of v and Nm(w) of w with respect to n and w in V (G),
respectively, are global. Let r in Nn(v) and s in Nm(w), and assume
Ul−1T,r,L 'r→s Ul−1T,s,L.
Then
U1,lT,v 'v→w|n,m U1,lT,w.
We can now prove the essential Lemma for the proof of Theorem 2. It states that the trees
of the unrolled neighborhoods of two vertices in the global k-tuples graphs are isomorphic
if the same holds for the corresponding local trees (although the local trees might need to
be unrolled further).
Lemma 11. Let G be a connected graph. Let G be a graph, and let v and w be roots of
unrolled trees with regard to the k-tuple graph T k(G). Then for all i in N0 there exists an
l (that depends on i) such that
UlT,v,L 'v→w UlT,w,L =⇒ UiT,v 'v→w UiT,w.
Proof. Assume that there is a bijection ϕL between the two trees UlT,v,L and UlT,w,L that
is a (labeled) tree isomorphism that respects the mapping ex. The exact choice of l will be
determined later. We now extend this isomorphism to the mapping ϕG between the global
trees and argue that it is again a tree isomorphism, namely an isomorphism between UiT,v
and UiT,w that respects the mapping ex. We proceed in an iterative fashion, i.e., we extend
ϕL iteratively for each depth of the two trees.
Let s be a vertex from UiT,v,L, let x in V (G), and let Nx(s) be all neighbors of s with
respect to x for which we could like to extend the mapping φL. We consider two cases. The
first case deals with the case when Nx(s) contains local neigbors. Consequently, the second
case deals with the case when the former contains only global neighbors.
Case 1: Since Nx(s) contains local neighbors the isomorphism ϕL can be extended to an
isomorphism for the global neighbors in Nx(s) that also respects ex. This follows
from Lemma 9.
Case 2: Let t in Nx(s) be a global j-neighbor of s for which we like to define the mapping
ϕG. Let τ denote the isomorphism type of Ui−1T,t,L. We search the local tree, starting at
the vertex s, for all trees of height (i− 1) of type τ reachable on a path, where each
edge has a label of the form (j,L). Since the graph is connected, there must exist
such a path. Observe that the number of such trees is finite when we only consider
trees where the root nodes represent different k-tuples, and there must exist at least
one, e.g., the tree of type τ whose root represents the same tuple as t.
Moreover, observe that these trees are also j-neighbors of s. Since, by assumption,
the local trees are isomorphic up to depth l, we can discover identical trees (up to
isomorphism) in the other unrolled (local) tree (rooted at ϕ(s)). Indeed, the number
of trees of type τ are the same in both local trees. Specifically, the number of local
neighbors of s and ϕ(s), respectively, that induce trees of type τ are also the same.
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Consequently, the same holds for global neighbors. Moreover, the number of global
neighbors that where covered by Case 1 are also the same.
Hence, we can always find a global neighbor t¯ of ϕ(s) with respect to a vertex x¯ in
V (G) such that
Ui−1T,t,L 't→t¯ Ui−1T,t¯,L,
and the set Nx¯(ϕ(s)) contains only global neighbors. Hence, by Corollary 10, we can
extend the (local) isomorphism to an isomorphism between the global neighbors that
respects ex.
By applying the above procedure in a top-down fashion, we eventually get the desired
isomorphism for the global trees. We now set l to some large finite value such that all trees
of type τ are found in Case 2.
We can now prove the main theorem.
Corollary 12. For all connected graphs the following holds:
δ-k-LWL ≡ δ-k-WL.
Proof. Since the local algorithm considers a subset of the neighbors of the original algorithm,
it holds that
δ-k-WL v δ-k-LWL.
Together with Lemma 8 and the above Lemma, it holds that
δ-k-LWL v δ-k-WL.
Hence, the result follows.
3.2 Practicality
As Theorem 2 shows, the δ-k-WL and the δ-k-LWL have the same power in terms of
distinguishing non-isomorphic graphs. Although for dense graphs the local algorithm will
have the some running time, for sparse graphs the running time for each iteration can be
upper-bounded by |V (G)k| · kd, where d denotes the maximum or average degree of the
graph. Hence, the local algorithm takes the sparsity of the underlying graph into account,
resulting in improved computation times compared to the non-local δ-k-WL and the k-WL
(for the same number of iterations), see Section 5. Moreover, this also allows us to employ
implementations based on sparse linear algebra routines [18].
4 Application to supervised graph classification
Supervised graph classification is an active area in the machine learning community.
Standard machine learning algorithms, such as SVMs or neural networks, require vectorial
input or input with a regular structure, e.g., images. Hence, the aim of graph classification
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approaches is to map a graph to a usually high-dimensional vector space, where then
standard machine learning approaches can be applied. In order to avoid solving optimization
problems in high-dimensional vector spaces the so-called kernel trick is employed. Here
a (positive-semidefinite) kernel function for a pair of graphs is computed, which can be
interpreted as a similarity score between the two graphs. This function can then be fed into
an SVM, e.g., see [27] for further details.
The idea of the Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree graph kernel [31] is to compute the 1-WL
for h ≥ 0 iterations resulting in a label function C1i : V (G)→ Si for each iteration i. Now
after each iteration, we compute a feature vector φi(G) in R|Si| for each graph G. Each
component φi(G)c counts the number of occurrences of vertices labeled with c in Si. The
overall feature vector φWL(G) is defined as the concatenation of the feature vectors of all h
iterations, i.e., φWL(G) =
[
φ0(G), . . . , φh(G)
]
. The Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree kernel for
h iterations then is computed as kWL(G,H) = 〈φWL(G), φWL(H)〉, where 〈·, ·〉 denotes
the standard inner product. The running time for a single feature vector computation is
in O(hm) and O(Nhm+N2hn) for the computation of the gram matrix for a set of N
graphs [31], where n and m denote the maximum number of vertices and edges over all
N graphs, respectively. This approach can be naturally lifted to the k-dimensional case
leading to more expressive kernel functions, which we explore in the next section.
5 Experimental evaluation
Our intention here is to investigate the benefits of the δ-k-LWL kernel compared to the
δ-k-WL and the k-WL kernel. More precisely, we address the following questions:
Q1 How much does the local algorithm speed up the computation time compared to the
non-local algorithms?
Q2 Does the local algorithm lead to improved classification accuracies on real-world
benchmark datasets?
Q3 Does the local algorithm prevent overfitting to the training set?
5.1 Datasets and graph kernels
We used the following well-known datasets: Enzymes, IMDB-Binary, IMDB-Multi,
NCI1, NCI109, PTC_FM, Proteins, and Reddit-Binary to evaluate our kernels:1
Enzymes and Proteins contain graphs representing proteins according to the graph model
of [6]. Each vertex is annotated with a discrete label and a continuous label containing
physical or chemical measurements of dimension 18 and 1, respectively. Note that we
ignored the continuous labels for the experiments in ?? and ??. The datasets are
subdivided into six and two classes, respectively. Note that this is the same dataset
used in [13], which does not contain all the annotations described and used in [6].
1All datasets can be obtained from http://graphkernels.cs.tu-dortmund.de.
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Table 1: Dataset statistics and properties.
Dataset
Properties
Number of graphs Number of classes ∅ Number of vertices ∅ Number of edges Vertex labels
Enzymes 600 6 32.6 62.1 3
IMDB-Binary 1 000 2 19.8 96.5 7
IMDB-Multi 1 500 3 13.00 65.94 7
NCI1 4 110 2 29.9 32.3 3
NCI109 4 127 2 29.7 32.1 3
PTC_FM 349 2 14.1 14.5 3
Proteins 1 113 2 39.1 72.8 3
Reddit-Binary 2 000 2 429.6 497.8 7
IMDB-Binary and IMDB-Multi are movie collaboration datasets first used in [36] based
on data from IMDB2. Each vertex represents an actor or an actress, and there exists
an edge between two vertices if the corresponding actor or actress appears in the
same movie. Each graph represents an ego network of an actor or actress. The vertices
are unlabeled and each dataset is divided into two (three) classes corresponding to
movies genres.
Mutag is a dataset consisting of mutagenetic aromatic and heteroaromatic nitro com-
pounds [11, 21] with seven discrete vertex labels.
NCI1 and NCI109 are (balanced) subsets of datasets made available by the National
Cancer Institute3 [33, 31], consisting of chemical compounds screened for activity
against non-small cell lung cancer and ovarian cancer cell lines, respectively. The
vertices are annotated with discrete labels.
PTC_FM is a dataset from the Predicte Toxicology Challenge (PTC)4 containing chemical
compounds labeled according to carcinogenicity on female mice (FM). The vertices
are annotated with discrete labels. The dataset is divided into two classes.
Reddit-Binary is a social network dataset based on data from the content-aggregation
website Reddit5 [36]. Each vertex represents a user and two vertices are connected by
an edge if one user responded to the other user’s comment. The vertices are unlabeled
and the dataset is divided into two classes representing different communities.
We implemented the δ-k-LWL, the δ-k-LWL, and the k-WL kernel for k in {2, 3}. We
compare our kernels to the Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree kernel [31], the graphlet kernel [30],
and the shortest-path kernel [6]. All kernels were (re-)implemented in C++11.6
5.2 Experimental protocol
For each kernel, we computed the normalized gram matrix. We computed the classification
accuracies using the C-SVM implementation of LIBSVM [10], using 10-fold cross validation.
2https://www.imdb.com/
3https://www.cancer.gov/
4https://www.predictive-toxicology.org/ptc/
5https://www.reddit.com/
6The source code can be obtained from https://github.com/chrsmrrs/localwl.
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Table 2: Overall computation times for the whole datasets in seconds (Number of iterations
for 1-WL, 2-WL, 3-WL, δ-2-WL, δ-3-WL, δ-2-LWL, and δ-3-LWL: 3, OOT)—
Computation did not finish within one day (24h), OOM— Out of memory.
Graph Kernel
Dataset
Enzymes IMDB-Binary IMDB-Multi NCI1 NCI109 PTC_FM Proteins Reddit-Binary
Ba
se
lin
e Graphlet <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 <1 2
Shortest-path <1 <1 <1 2 2 <1 <1 1 125
1-WL <1 <1 <1 2 2 <1 <1 2
G
lo
ba
l 2-WL 300 154 317 1 221 1 662 23 12 962 OOM
3-WL 43 149 14 570 18 305 OOT OOT 2 280 OOM OOM
δ-2-WL 308 139 238 1 647 1 711 21 11 376 OOM
δ-3-WL 53 723 16 232 19 794 OOT OOT 2 331 OOM OOT
Lo
ca
l
δ-2-LWL 22 45 146 69 85 <1 175 39 838
δ-3-LWL 3 190 2 933 9 715 11 684 12 896 162 OOM OOM
Table 3: Classification accuracies in percent and standard deviations, OOT— Computation
did not finish within one day, OOM— Out of memory.
Graph Kernel
Dataset
Enzymes IMDB-Binary IMDB-Multi NCI1 NCI109 PTC_FM Proteins Reddit-Binary
Ba
se
lin
e Graphlet 41.0 ±1.2 59.4 ±0.4 40.8 ±0.4 72.1 ±0.3 72.3 ±0.2 58.3 ±1.6 72.9 ±0.3 60.1 ±0.2
Shortest-path 42.3 ±1.3 59.2 ±0.3 39.6 ±0.4 74.5 ±0.3 73.4 ±0.1 62.1 ±0.9 76.4 ±0.4 84.7±0.2
1-WL 53.4 ±1.4 72.4 ±0.5 50.6 ±0.6 83.1 ±0.2 85.2 ±0.2 62.9 ±1.6 73.7 ±0.5 75.3 ±0.3
G
lo
ba
l 2-WL 38.8 ±1.0 69.7 ±0.6 48.0 ±0.3 67.6 ±0.4 68.0 ±0.4 64.5 ±0.5 75.0 ±0.5 OOM
3-WL 46.5 ±0.8 68.6 ±1.0 47.8 ±0.5 OOT OOT 64.7 ±0.4 OOM OOM
δ-2-WL 38.8 ±1.0 69.6 ±0.6 48.0 ±0.3 67.6 ±0.4 68.0 ±0.4 64.4 ±0.3 75.2 ±0.5 OOM
δ-3-WL 46.5 ±0.8 68.4 ±1.0 47.9 ±0.5 OOT OOT 64.7 ±0.4 OOM OOT
Lo
ca
l
δ-2-LWL 58.2 ±1.0 73.4 ±0.8 50.5 ±0.4 85.5 ±0.2 84.7 ±0.2 62.7 ±1.8 74.6 ±0.6 89.0 ±0.2
δ-3-LWL 60.4 ±0.7 73.1 ±0.7 49.8 ±0.5 84.0 ±0.2 83.2 ±0.3 62.7 ±1.2 OOM OOM
The C-parameter was selected from {10−3, 10−2, . . . , 102, 103} by 10-fold cross validation
on the training folds.
We repeated each 10-fold cross validation ten times with different random folds, and report
average accuracies and standard deviations. We report computation times for the 1-WL, the
δ-k-LWL, the δ-k-LWL, and the k-WL with three refinement steps. For the graphlet kernel
we counted (labeled) connected subgraphs of size three. For measuring the classification
accuracy the number of iterations of the 1-WL, δ-k-LWL, the δ-k-LWL, and the k-WL
were selected from {0, . . . , 5} using 10-fold cross validation on the training folds only.7 To
answer Question 3 we used a single 10-fold cross validation with the hyperparameters found
in the former experiment and report average training and test accuracies. All experiments
were conducted on a workstation with an Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 with 2.60GHz and 384GB
of RAM running Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS using a single core. Moreover, we used the GNU
C++Compiler 5.5.0 with the flag –O2.
7As already shown in [31], choosing the number of iterations too large will lead to overfitting.
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Table 4: Training versus test accuracy.
Set
Dataset
Enzymes IMDB-Binary IMDB-Multi NCI1 NCI109 PTC_FM Proteins Reddit-Binary
δ-2
-W
L Train 100.0 88.7 63.5 99.8 99.9 97.1 98.7 –
Test 38.8 69.6 48.0 67.6 68.0 57.1 75.2 –
δ-2
-LW
L Train 99.6 88.8 63.6 98.2 98.2 97.0 98.2 98.3
Test 58.2 73.4 50.5 85.5 84.7 57.3 74.6 89.0
5.3 Results and discussion
In the following we answer questions Q1 to Q3. See also Tables 2 to 4.
A1 See also Table 2. The local algorithm severely speeds up the computation time
compared to the k-WL and the δ-k-WL for k = 2 and 3. For example, on the
Enzymes dataset the 2-LWL is over 13 times faster than 2-WL, the same holds for
the 3-LWL. The improvement of the computation times can be observed across all
datasets. For some datasets, the {2, 3}-WL and δ-{2, 3}-WL did not finish within the
given time limit or went out of memory. For example, on four out of eight datasets
the δ-3-WL is out of time or out of memory, whereas for the corresponding local
algorithm this happens only two out of eight times. This indicates that the local
algorithm is more suitable for practical applications. Of course, this is not surprising
as the local algorithm considers only a subset of the neighbors compared to the global
algorithm.
A2 See also Table 3. The local algorithm for k = 2 and 3 severely improves the
classification accuracy compared to the k-WL and the δ-k-WL. For example, on
the Enzymes dataset the δ-2-LWL achieves an improvement of almost 20%, and
the δ-3-LWL achieves the best accuracies over all employed kernels, improving over
the 3-WL and the δ-3-WL by almost 15%. This observation holds over all datasets
(excluding PTC_FM and Proteins). However, is has to be noted that increasing k
does not always result in increased accuracies. For example, on all datasets (excluding
Enzymes), the performance of the δ-2-LWL is better or on par with the δ-3-LWL.
On NCI109 the 1-WL achieves the overall best accuracy. This indicates that with
increasing k the local algorithm is more prone to overfitting.
A3 As Table 4 shows the δ-2-WL reaches slightly higher training accuracies over all
datasets compared to the δ-2-LWL, while the testing accuracies are much lower,
excluding PTC_FM and Proteins. This indicates that the δ-2-WL overfits on
the training set. The higher test accuracies of the local algorithm are likely due to
the smaller neighborhood which promotes that the number of colors grow slower
compared to the global algorithm. Hence, the smaller neighborhood of the local
algorithms acts as a graph-based regularization.
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6 Conclusion
We introduced a variant of the k-dimensional Weisfeiler-Leman algorithm, the local δ-k-
dimensional algorithm, and showed that it has at least the same power as the k-dimensional
WL. Moreover, we argued that the δ-k-LWL takes the sparsity of the underlying graphs
into account which leads to vastly reduced computation times in practice compared to
the k-WL and the δ-k-LWL (fixed number of iterations). We evaluated our theoretical
findings by applying our algorithm to (supervised) graph classification. We showed that
our algorithms runs much faster than the δ-k-WL and the k-WL while achieving higher
classification accuracies on a wide range on benchmark datasets. We empirically showed
that our local algorithm acts as a graph-based regularization.
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